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Abstract

We are living in the age of recommendations: it has been estimated that two-

thirds of the films viewed on Netflix come from recommendations while the

35% of Amazon sales regard goods suggested to users. There are many factors

to consider when providing a new suggestion: in addition to being useful, it

should also be relevant and serendipitous, starting from historical data previ-

ously collected. In particular, the notion of context has to be considered since it

induces some dynamic aspects in the definition of user preferences. The role of

context becomes particularly important when we shift from single (myopic) sug-

gestions to be provided to an individual user, to sequences of recommendations

for groups of users. When the preferences of individual users are combined to

define the preference of a new ephemeral group, dynamic contextual concerns

have to be considered in order to provide the best possible experience and ex-

tend the group life, preventing the defection of some members because their

preferences are not balanced. In this paper we introduce our proposal for pro-

ducing sequences of recommendations for groups of users which is based on the

Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing optimization technique and takes into ac-

count dynamic aspects. Moreover, we propose some strategies for extracting

the required dynamic information from log data typically available and present

the experimental results of the application of our approach in some real-world
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case studies.

Keywords: Recommendation, Contextual preferences, Group preferences,

Optimization

1. Introduction

Recommender systems have become one of the key technologies developed

and applied by major IT companies, such as Amazon, Netflix and Google. The

general idea is that starting from a big dataset of available items, the system is

able to provide useful suggestions to users based on their preferences and previ-5

ous choices. Most prominent examples are the list of available video-on-demand

movies and series, songs, courses, job advertisements, restaurants nearby the

user, or products that can be purchased in online stores. In many cases, such

huge catalogues, if not properly filtered and personalized, could become detri-

mental for users, rather than a precious resource.10

Many recommender systems have been studied and developed in litera-

ture [1], originally such systems concentrated on the tastes and preferences of

single users. However, since there exist many scenarios in which activities to be

suggested are inherently social (e.g. going to the cinema, eating out or visiting

a city), such systems had to evolve in order to consider groups of users in place15

of single ones [2, 3].

The transition from single users to group of users is not straightforward,

many aspects have to be considered to determine the preferences of a group

starting from individual tastes. A first distinction that has to be made is be-

tween persistent and ephemeral groups [4]. Persistent groups are those where20

members have a history of activities performed together, while ephemeral groups

are constituted by users who are together for the first time. Traditionally in

literature, the latter ones are the most interesting [5], since in this case the

group preferences have to be properly derived from the individual preferences

of its members and the available information about similar groups, if any. Con-25

versely, persistent groups can be treated as individual users in the preference
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definition, the log of their activities can be collected and analyzed and thus, are

a simplification of the ephemeral ones. Therefore, in this paper we concentrate

on the most general case of ephemeral groups.

It should not be surprising that individual tastes and preferences could30

change based on the current context a user is interacting with [6]. A typ-

ical contextual feature is the time: a user could prefer to do some activities

during the night w.r.t. daytime, or during the weekend w.r.t. the working days.

However, being part of a group introduces another important dynamic factor,

namely the individual tastes and preferences of a single user could change based35

on the group of people she is performing activities together with. It has been

experimentally observed [7] that, when users are performing activities together

inside a group, the satisfaction of the other members plays a central role. In

order words, in a group, the balance of members’ satisfaction is more impor-

tant than individual pleasure [8, 9]. Throughout the paper, when we need to40

evaluate how well the system is able to respect the individual preferences of the

members inside the group, we have to consider that also the possible evolution

of the group composition can influence the individual preferences. It has also

been observed that, if a member is likely to leave the group soon, the other

members are more inclined to satisfy her tastes over theirs. A typical case is45

for instance the one of a family, composed by adults and kids, watching TV

programs together during the evening: from the analysis of the past history

of similar groups, we know that kids are more likely to leave the group first.

Therefore, adults can comply to satisfy kids’ preferences for a cartoon, because

adults can be satisfied later when kids have left the group, while kids have no50

additional chances to be satisfied in the near future.

To summarize, even if online recommendations of the next activity, either

for single users, or for groups, have been studied extensively in literature [1] [4],

in this paper we emphasize the dynamic aspects related to the current context

the user is acting in. The notion of context we are considering includes both55

temporal information, the current group composition and its possible evolution.

As for the evolution, the kind of recommendation considered so far in the
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literature could be defined as myopic, since it focuses on one activity at a time.

Such an approach does not take into account that, by considering an extended

period of time that includes different activities, the requests of users in a group60

could be satisfied in different ways. The recommendation of a sequence of

activities has received little attention. For instance, the literature considers

some scenarios such as the set of points of interest for tourists [10], [11] or the

list of songs to listen [12], in which planning ahead the recommendation of a

whole sequence – given some constraints, such as the available time – provides65

more flexibility. Proposing a complete sequence of activities in place of a single

item at time, reduces the thinking time required by a myopic recommender

system. In the case of a watching TV activity, it can reduce the channel surfing

that users typically perform to find something interesting to watch next; or in

case of a tourist trip, it can prevent discussions to decide the next thing to visit70

and can maximize the experience. In general, whenever a user or group has

a limited time to spend in performing some activities, suggesting a complete

sequence decreases the time wasted in selecting the best next activity.

Most of the works available in literature for sequence recommendations focus

on a single user and do not consider groups (see the survey [12]). Conversely, in75

this paper we extend existing works by considering sequences of recommenda-

tions for groups of users. Moreover, we give emphasis on the fact that consider-

ing sequences of recommendations, in place of a single one, introduces a third

element of dynamism, known as the issue of order. It has been experimentally

demonstrated that, when a suggestion regards sequences of activities, the over-80

all satisfaction may strongly depend on the order of the items, more than one

would expect [13]. Therefore, it follows that the preference of a user or group

w.r.t. a certain activity or item could depend on the previous items suggested

inside the same sequence.

In producing a sequence of recommendations for groups of users, the satis-85

faction of the group is only one of the aspects that have to be considered. For

instance, other aspects to be considered are the amount of time that the group

can spend together, or the total budget at disposal, and so on. In this paper
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we propose an approach in which the satisfaction of the group is one of the

functions to be optimized. More specifically, we propose to solve such problem90

as an optimization problem and to use the Multi-Objective Simulated Anneal-

ing (MOSA) as optimization heuristic [14] to explore the search space. The

novelty w.r.t. the state of the art is the emphasis given to the dynamic aspects

involved in the definition of the group preferences. As extensively discussed

above, such dynamicity comes from two distinct factors: (i) when users act in a95

group instead of individually, their preferences depend on contextual attributes,

where the group composition is one of them, (ii) when sequences of items are

recommended in place of individual ones, the preferences of users depend also

on the items already added to the sequence.

The dynamic aspects introduced so far, suggest that the recommendation100

engine has to be an online system which promptly reacts to the current context

and situation. Moreover, the system has to efficiently respond to group requests

at run-time. For these reasons, we propose a MapReduce implementation of the

Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing that is able to rapidly provide suggestions

to groups taking care of all the aspects described above. The proposed solution105

has been evaluated by using real-world application domains regarding the TV

watching activity and the visiting of touristic POIs that are performed together

by a group of users.

This paper is an extension of a previous contribution published as a con-

ference paper [15]. More specifically, several extension points have been added110

w.r.t. the previous version, starting from the problem formulation to the imple-

mentation itself. Concerning the problem formulation, the definitions of individ-

ual and group preferences have been properly extended in order to accomodate

all the mentioned dynamic aspects. Moreover, some hints about how to retrieve

or reconstruct the necessary information from historical log data are also pro-115

vided, allowing to effectively use our technique. Regarding the MapReduce im-

plementation, we not only provide additional details, but we also discuss about

its correctness and scalability. Finally, the experimentation has been extended

to other application domains and a baseline comparison is also provided.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 deeply illustrates120

the considered problem, Sect. 3 provides a formalization of the proposed recom-

mendation system, while Sect. 4 discusses the details of the MapReduce imple-

mentation. In Sect. 5 the proposed approach is evaluated w.r.t. some real-world

case scenarios and in Sect. 6 some alternative approaches already presented in

literature are summarized. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the work.125

2. Context and Motivation

This section introduces in more details the paper justifications and contri-

butions, taking as motivating example the TV domain. Anyway, the proposed

approach is general enough to be applied to any practical application, as we

will formalize in Sect. 3.2 and exemplify in Sect. 5, where different application130

domains are used in the experiments. In the following, we first summarize

the items related to the dynamic aspects of the recommendation construction

(identified as DX ), then present the paper contributions (identified as OX ).

D1: Individual preferences depend on the temporal context. As dis-

cussed in the introduction, individual preferences about items or activities can135

change during the same day or during the week. For instance, concerning the

TV shows, some programs could be preferred during the daytime, while others

could be considered more appropriate for the evening or the weekend. For this

reason, the preference of a user towards a certain item is considered as a function

of the temporal context. More specifically, based on the particular application140

domain, we can identify some time slots inside the same day (e.g., daytime or

night), or we can distinguish between the days of the week (e.g., weekdays or

week-end).

D2: Individual preferences depend on the group composition. Another

aspect that could determine a change in the individual preferences is the fact145

that the user is performing activities alone or inside a group. A user can consider

some activities more suitable when performed in group rather than individually;

moreover, some activities could be judged more appropriate when the group is
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composed of certain kinds of members with respect to others. For instance, in

case of TV shows, the preference of an adult w.r.t. cartoons could be greater150

when she is in presence of kids, rather than when she is alone or inside an adult

group.

D3: Groups that evolve with time. The third element of dynamicity to

keep in mind is related to the fact that the group composition could evolve

with time. We say that a group has changed whenever its current composition155

type changes, e.g. from adults with kids the group can evolve into adults, no

matter the number of members. In case the group members know that some

of them will leave the group in the near future, they will be inclined to satisfy

the outgoing members before their leave. Let us consider again the TV context,

when a family group composed by adults and kids are watching TV together,160

if the parents know that the children will leave the group soon, they could

decide to satisfy the children with their loved show, since they can watch their

preferred show later when kids go to bed. Therefore, individual preferences have

a dependence on the future evolution of the group (forward dependence).

D4: From myopic recommendations to sequences of recommenda-165

tions. The last dynamic aspect to be considered is induced by the consideration

of recommendations about sequences of items instead of individual ones. When

we suggest multiple items or activities to be performed one after the other, what

we have previously suggested could have an impact on the pleasure associated

to the subsequent ones. For instance in [13] the authors state that for reaching170

an optimal satisfaction, news program has to ensure: (a) a good narrative flow

(i.e., they should show topically related items together), (b) a mood consistency,

namely it may be better to show items with similar mood together (e.g., viewers

may not like seeing a sad item in the middle of two happy items), and (c) a

strong ending, namely it may be better to end the sequence with a well-liked175

item, since viewers may remember the end of the sequence most. Conversely

to point D3, in this case individual preferences have a dependence on the past

(backward dependence).
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O1: From individual preferences to group preferences. The first con-

tribution provided by the paper is the definition of how the preferences of an180

ephemeral group can be derived from individual preferences. In doing this, we

will keep in mind the dynamic aspects D1-D4 described above. We not only

define how to combine individual preferences into group preferences taking care

of dynamic aspects, but we also provide a methodology for extracting dynamic

individual preferences from the log data commonly available about historical185

users’ behaviour. Relatively to this objective and with reference to the contri-

bution provided in the previous paper, in this work we introduce the following

improvements: (a) thanks to D3 we know that groups evolve with time, so there

could be some individuals that will leave the experience earlier than others with-

out any chance to be satisfied in the future. (b) D4 is a completely new aspect190

introduced in the proposed methodology and it requires to define a measure

of transition preference from an item i1 to an item i2. (c) The last extension

point provided to this objective is the concept of preference balancing, which

deals with the satisfaction of the individuals inside the group. In [7] the authors

highlight that ethical concerns are usually taken into consideration in practi-195

cal contexts; indeed, humans typically apply some strategies, like the Average

Strategy, the Average Without Misery Strategy or the Least Misery Strategy,

to take care about individual preferences and to avoid individual misery. In

accordance with [8], in this paper we consider two measures of preference bal-

ancing: Min-Max ratio and Jain’s metric, while the former emphasizes the gap200

between the least and the highest user preferences, the latter encourages the

group members to achieve closer utilities. Despite these choices, other balanc-

ing metrics could be plugged in the methodology in place of the chosen ones.

The main difference between the metrics used here and the ones applied in [8]

is that they are based on dynamic preferences rather than static ones and they205

are computed on sequences instead of individual suggestions.

O2: Optimization problem with objective functions and constraints.

In this paper we consider the problem of providing sequences of suggestions for
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group of users as a multi-objective optimization problem. More specifically, we

use the MOSA (Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing) heuristic for exploring210

the search space by taking into account various constraints to be satisfied and

functions to be optimized. Different constraints and optimization criteria can be

considered, in particular we identify six objective functions: (i) the minimization

of the time interval between two consecutive items, (ii) the maximization of the

portion of Tmax covered by the recommendation, (iii) the minimization of the215

number of items the group members have already enjoyed in the past, (iv) the

maximization of the group satisfaction, (v) the minimization of the gap between

the least and the highest utilities, and (vi) the maximization of the closeness

between user utilities. At the same time two constraints have been defined:

the maximum interval of time the group can spend together (Tmax) and the220

maximum available budget (bmax).

Serendipity. Recommender systems traditionally use past behaviours of users

to suggest items. The idea is to satisfy the user’s tastes and preferences by

proposing something similar to what the user has indicated as interesting. The

technique proposed in this paper uses a similar idea in the construction of225

the dynamic users’ and groups’ preferences. However, as recognized in liter-

ature, sometimes the users become bored with obvious suggestions that they

might have already discovered. Therefore, to improve users’ satisfaction, rec-

ommender systems introduce a degree of serendipity to the provided sugges-

tions [16]. Serendipity is defined as the faculty of making fortunate discoveries230

by accident. The technique proposed in this paper tries to address this ad-

ditional feature in two ways: (i) by taking care of the previous experiences

performed by the same users through a specific objective function, (ii) by the

MOSA itself which, during the initial step of the search space exploration, con-

siders also worse solutions in order to not stuck in local optima.235

Computational aspects. Finally, but equally important, the proposed solution

should be efficient, since recommendations must be generated at runtime, when

specific (groups of) users require them. The system needs to explore a huge
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solution space, and even using well known heuristics for solving optimization

problems, the computational complexity still remains high. For this reason,240

the proposed solution should be implemented with an approach that allows for

parallel computations, so the time necessary to produce the recommendations is

kept as short as possible. The definition of a MapReduce version of the MOSA

algorithm could be considered a contribution alone, since many other contexts

different from recommender systems can benefit from it. With respect to our245

previous work, we not only provide more details, but we also include a study

about its correctness and scalability.

3. A Recommendation System for Groups

This section provides a detailed description of the proposed recommendation

system. In particular, we initially provide an overview of the solution architec-250

ture (Sect. 3.1) and then we formalize the considered problem (Sect. 3.2)

3.1. System overview

Figure 1 shows an overall picture of our approach: the three central rect-

angles identify pre-processing steps that are performed on the available logs in

order to identify contextual dynamic preferences and possible group evolutions.255

Conversely, the violet rectangle, labelled as MOSA, represents the optimization

procedure used for producing sequences of suggestions for dynamic groups.

The pre-processing steps can be performed off-line and the obtained results

can be stored to make them efficiently available during the online activity. More

specifically, starting from the past activities performed by individual users alone,260

it is possible to extract the dynamic individual preferences [D1][D2]. Conversely,

by analysing the past sequences of activities performed by groups of users, we

can identify the possible group type evolutions [D3]. As we will extensively

discuss in the following sections, we are not interested in the group composition

but only in its type. Therefore, evolution behaviours observed in groups can be265

extended to other groups having a different composition but an equal type (i.e.,
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Figure 1: Our approach: a high level vision

management of ephemeral groups). Finally, by considering the past sequences

of views, we can determine the preferred genre/type transitions that happen in

a particular context [D4].

The results produced by these pre-processing steps are: (1) a set of dynamic270

individual preferences assigning to each pair composed of a user u and a genre

gen, a preference value which depends both on the time and the group compo-

sition, i.e. on the context c: D1,2 = {〈u, gen, c, pref〉}. (2) A dataset containing

for each pair of genres gen1 and gen2 a value representing the preference asso-

ciated to a transition inside a sequence from gen1 to gen2 in a given context275

c: D3 = {〈gen1, gen2, c, pref〉}. (3) A dataset containing for each pair of group

types ρ1 and ρ2 a value representing the probability that a group g changes its

type from ρ1 to ρ2 in a context c: D4 = {ρ1, ρ2, c, pref}, where the notion of

group type will be clearer in the following.

All these sets of information are used as input for the MOSA technique to-280

gether with some detailed information about the currently available items (e.g.,
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the current TV schedule or the POI timetable) and the various optimization cri-

teria described in the following section. The present solution and the one in [15]

share the same main architecture depicted in Fig. 1. Anyway, the implementa-

tion of each individual step has been properly extended and enriched. Sect. 3.2285

discusses how the problem can be formulated as an optimization problem and

then Sect. 4 shows our solution based on the MOSA technique.

3.2. Problem Formulation

This section formalizes the problem of producing a sequence of recommenda-

tions for a group of users in a given context. To better follow the formalization290

and support the reader, Tab. 1 summarizes the introduced symbols with their

meaning. We consider as subject a set of entertainment activities defined as

follows.

Definition 1 (Entertainment). An entertainment e is a leisure activity per-

formed by a user or a group of users. It is characterized by several attributes,295

such as a duration e.dur, a genre or type e.gen and a cost e.cost.

Notice that for certain kinds of entertainments, such as a museum visit, e.dur

may refer to the suggested time to spend in the activity. Independently from

the duration, a user (or group) can enjoy an entertainment e for an interval of

time not equal to e.dur, thus, we use the notation e.start and e.end to indicate300

when the user or group started and finished to enjoy e.

In this paper, we consider two application domains: the TV on-demand

entertainments and the POI touristic visits. In both cases, each user can choose

between as set of different shows or places that are characterized by a duration

or a visiting time, a genre (e.g., documentary, sport, horror, action, etc) or type305

(e.g., churches, historical places, playgrounds, etc.) and possibly a cost for the

viewing (e.g., some shows can be offered as a pay-per-view or included into a

subscription offer) or the entrance. Clearly, independently from the show or

activity duration, a user or a group can start to watch it after its beginning or

can end the vision before its completion, or similarly they can enjoy the activity310

for a different period of time depending on the time at their disposal.
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Symbol Alt. Symbol Meaning

e ∈ O entertainment

T set of entertainment types: {e.gen | e ∈ O}

ε ∈ E experience

u ∈ U user

g(t) gt dynamic group at time instant t

ρ(g(t)) ρ(gt) dynamic group type at time instant t

τ(t) temporal characterization

c(gt) = 〈ρ(gt), τ(t)〉 dynamic context

Δ(gti , ti+1) set of possible evolutions of the group gti

σ(ei.gen, ej .gen) transition preference from two genres/types

p̄(u, c(gt), ε) preference of the user u in the context c(gt)

p̄(gt, c(gt), ε) preference of the group gt in the context c(gt)

rm(gt, c(gt), ε) min-max ratio

rj(gt, c(gt), ε) Jain’s metric

Table 1: Summarization of the symbols used in the problem formalization.

Definition 2 (Experience). An experience ε is an ordered collection of enter-

tainments ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉, where n indicates the number of entertainments

contained in ε (|ε| = n).

Given a set of possible entertainments O, the set of all possible experiences,315

denoted by E , contains all possible ordered combinations of entertainments in

O, for any cardinality of ε. In the considered domains, the set O is given by the

shows available in the platform or the POIs of a given tourist location, while the

set E contains all the possible sequences of entertainments built starting from

O. The construction of the set E will take care not only of the duration of each320

single element in O, but also of the timeframe in which the show is put on air

or the POI opening time. For instance, the vision for sport shows is usually

performed live rather than delayed.
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Let ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 be an experience, its overall duration δ(ε) is defined as

δ(ε) =
n∑

i=1

ei.dur (1)

while its overall cost γ(ε) is defined as

γ(ε) =
n∑

i=1

ei.cost (2)

and finally its global genre or type λ(ε) is defined as

λ(ε) =
n⋃

i=1

ei.gen (3)

Let us consider for instance an experience ε composed by three entertain-

ments e1, e2 and e3, such that: e1 = 〈dur : 1 h, cost : 4$, gen : “commedy”〉, e2 =325

〈dur : 30 min, cost : 0$, gen : “documentary”〉, e3 = 〈dur : 15 min, cost : 1$, gen :

“cartoon”〉. From the previous equations it follows that ε.dur = 1 h 45 min,

ε.cost = 5$ and ε.gen = {“commedy”, “documentary”, “cartoon”}.

Definition 3 (User). A user u is an individual performing some activities and

is characterized by a set of properties, such as a type u.type. In the following330

the set of all users is denoted as U .

The previous definition of “user” could be enriched with additional prop-

erties that depend on the considered application context. In this paper, for

keeping the notation simple, we mention only the type since it is essential for

the following definitions. Clearly, also the notion of type depends on the con-335

sidered domain. For instance, we can classify users based on their age into

“kid”, “teenager”, “adult”, “senior”; or based on their education level into “no

education”, “elementary”, “high school”, and “higher”.

3.2.1. Dynamic Group Composition and Dynamic Context Definition

A set of users performing activities together forms a group. In this paper,340

we consider a dynamic notion of group whose composition evolves over time.
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Definition 4 (Dynamic Group). Given a set of users U , a dynamic group

g : I → ℘(U) is a function that associates to each time instant t ∈ I a subset

of users {u1, . . . , un} ⊆ U . Each (dynamic) group is characterized by a type ρ,

which is dynamic too, thus it depends on the group composition at time t.

ρ(g(t)) = {ui.type | ui ∈ g(t)} (4)

In the following for not cluttering the notation, we will denote g(t) as gt

and ρ(g(t)) as ρ(gt). The group type ρ(gt) is essential for defining the notion

of context considered in this paper. Indeed, we are interested in the group

type for determining the context (e.g. adults with kids or adults), not in its345

specific composition, namely the individual users that are currently inside the

group. This implies that the notion of context is dynamic too, but it does not

strictly change with the group composition, rather it depends on the group type.

Let us consider for example a family group composed of two parents and two

children, i.e. the group type at instant ti is ρ(gti
) = {adult, teenager}, if at350

instant ti+1 one of the two children leaves the group, the group type ρ(gti+1)

does not change even if the group composition has been changed. Conversely,

if the group type at time ti is ρ(gti
) = {adult, teenager, baby} and at time ti+1

becomes ρ(gti+1) = {adult, teenager}, then a group type change occurs.

Besides to the group type, another factor that determines the context is a355

temporal characterization of the period during which the group is performing

activities together. More specifically, given a time instant t, we define a function

τ which returns one or more labels characterizing it, such as “daytime” or

“night”, or the day of the week and so on. This temporal characterization

together with the group type determines the notion of dynamic context.360

Definition 5 (Dynamic Context). Given a dynamic group gt, a dynamic context

c(gt) = 〈ρ(gt), τ (t)〉 for a group g at time t is given by its type ρ(gt) (e.g. adults

or adults with kids) and a temporal information τ(t) (e.g. daytime or night, and

the day of the week).

The temporal information τ is essentially a compact representation of the365
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date and time characterizing the instant t. For instance, we can identify differ-

ent contexts based on several time slots in a day, or different days in a week,

and so on. The general idea is that users can change their preferences during

the weekend or during the evening, even if they are spending time with the

same types of people. The definition of the function τ greatly depends on the370

considered application domain. Clearly, data analysts can provide an educated

guess based on their experience with a specific application domain.

Given the notion of dynamic group and dynamic context, the next sections

discuss how to build the preference of a group starting from the preferences of

its members, considering also the possible evolutions of the group composition.375

3.2.2. Individual Contextual Preferences

This section formalizes the notion of individual contextual preference and it

describes how such concept can be computed starting from the log data usually

collected about past user experiences. This last aspect could seem straight-

forward, but in many practical cases not all the information required by the380

proposed technique are directly available in the data, so the definition of such

derivation formulas can increase the applicability of the technique in many real-

world scenarios. In the definition of individual preferences, the dynamic aspects

enter in the question in two ways: (i) by changing the preferences of the sin-

gle user w.r.t. the notion of context (i.e., contextual preferences), (ii) by385

changing the preferences of the single user w.r.t. the items previously added

to the sequence of suggestions (i.e., sequence of activities). Relating to this

second aspect, as already discussed at the beginning of this paper, we have also

to consider the so called “issue of order” [13]: the impact on the user’s happi-

ness in viewing an item or performing an activity is likely to depend not only390

on the preferences associated to the single element in isolation, but also on the

user’s mood induced by the previous activities. All these dynamic aspects are

captured by the following definition of user preference.

Definition 6 (User Preference). Let c(gt) = 〈ρ(gt), τ (t)〉 be a dynamic con-

text for a group gt at temporal instant t, ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 a partial experience395
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built so far, and ej be an entertainment. For each user u ∈ gt the function

p̄(u, c(gt), ε, ej) computes the preferences of the user u in the context c(gt) in

going on with the experience ε and enjoying the additional entertainment ej.

From Def. 6 it is clear that the individual preference of each user is dynamic

in two ways: (i) it depends on the context c(gt) which is dynamic too, and (ii)400

it depends on the partial sequence built so far, namely the mood induced by the

previous elements in the sequence influences the satisfaction of the user w.r.t.

the next element in the sequence.

In the ideal situation, all the information regarding the preferences of users in

any considered context are available. Unfortunately, in real situations, all these405

kinds of information are rarely available or are only partially available. In order

to overcome this situation and extend the applicability of the proposed approach,

the following two propositions describe how the contextual preferences of a user

towards a certain entertainment can be derived from the commonly available

activity logs. Firstly, Prop. 7 derives preferences towards a single entertainment410

activity, while Prop. 10 extends them to a sequence of activities.

Proposition 7 (From logs to myopic user preferences). Let us consider a set

of records R containing tuples of the form 〈u, gt, start, end, e〉, stating that the

user u enjoined the entertainment e from start to end while she was inside the

group gt. From this log it is possible to derive the user preference described in

Def. 6 in the following way: given a dynamic context c(gt) = 〈ρ(gt), τ (t)〉, a user

u and a genre gn, we identify the set of records:

Ru,c(gt),gn = {〈us, gr, start, end, e〉 | u = us ∧ ρ(gt) = ρ(gr) ∧

t ≥ start ∧ t ≤ end ∧ e.gen = gn} (5)

which regards activities of type gn performed by the user u in the context c(gt).

We also identify a set Ru,c(gt),∗ as in Eq. 5 but without considering the condition

on the activity type. Given these two sets, the preference p̄(u, c(gt), e) of a user
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u in a context c(gt) towards an entertainment e can be computed as:

p̄(u, c(gt), e) =

∑
r∈Ru,c(gt),e.gen

r.end− r.start
∑

r∈Ru,c(gt),∗
r.end− r.start

∙
1

#viewsgen
(6)

In other words given the context c(gt), the preference of the user u for the

entertainment e is computed as the ratio between the sum of the durations of

activities of type e.gen performed by u in context c(gt) and the sum of the

durations of all activities performed by u in the same context, independently415

from their type. Clearly, if few data are available for a particular genre, namely

the global duration is very limited, the preference for this kind of entertainment

is set equal to zero. However, we can distinguish two different cases: (i) the user

completely dislikes such genre, (ii) the user has rarely tried a particular genre.

The first case can be easily recognized because there are several very short420

views (i.e., the user starts an entertainment and abandons it very soon), in the

second case there are only few views but with a considerable duration (i.e., the

user rarely chose the genre in the past, but when it happened, the activity has

been completed). In order to take care of some serendipity aspects, this second

kind of situation has to be preferred in place of the first one. Therefore, in the425

computation of the myopic user preferences, besides to the durations, we also

consider the number of times the genre has been chosen (#viewgen). Eq. 6 is a

further modification of the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [17]

adapted to our scenario in a preliminary way in [18]. More specifically, in [18] the

authors consider only the number of times the movies of a genre i are chosen430

by a user u w.r.t. the total number of views performed by the same user u.

Conversely, here we adapt the formula to accomodate the notion of context, but

we also consider as relevant the amount of time spent in a given activity, instead

of the number of times it has been chosen. This can be a more realistic measure

about the pleasure of the user u w.r.t. an entertainment of type i.435

Given the myopic individual preference in Eq. 6, in order to compute the

user preference p̄(u, c(gt), ε, ej) in Def. 6, it is necessary to define a transition

preference between two genres or activity types.
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Definition 8 (Entertainment transition preference). Let us denote as T the

set of entertainment types in the considered domain, we define a function σ :440

T ×T → R that given two entertainments ei, ej ∈ E returns a value representing

a measure of preference for a transition from the type ei.gen to the type ej .gen.

Notice that the notion of transition preference has been defined on enter-

tainment types, rather than on entertainments. This choice is justified by the

intention to keep the model simple while increasing its expressiveness. Indeed,445

the transition preference between entertainment types can be computed in two

ways: (i) directly, by using the knowledge provided by domain experts, or (ii)

indirectly, by using the previously collected logs ([D4]) and counting the number

of times (frequency) in which the two genres appear close to each other in a his-

torical sequence. Conversely, defining the transition preference between single450

entertainments would require additional information that cannot be statistically

derived from past user behaviours, but have to be manually collected for each

individual user and can be difficulty generalized to new items never considered

before.

Proposition 9 (From logs to entertainment transition preference). Let us con-

sider a set of records S containing tuples of the form 〈u, e1, . . . , en〉 storing that

the user u has performed the sequence of activities {e1, . . . , en}. The transition

preference between two entertainment types ei.gen and ej .gen can be obtained

as:

σ(ei.gen, ej .gen) =
|{s ∈ S | ∃h(eh.gen = ei.gen ∧ eh+1.gen = ej .gen)}|

|S|

The computation of the transition preference between two entertainment455

types is performed by taking into consideration the “one-step transition prob-

ability”, which is the probability of transition from one state to another in a

single step. It is also known as Homogeneous Markov Chain, since the transition

probability from one state to another is independent from the time index n. In

other words, the transition preference is computed by taking into consideration460

only the two genres at hand (i.e., ei.gen and ej .gen) without considering the
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entire composition of the sequence (i.e., the entertainments that precede ei).

This can be considered a simplification, but the construction of a more complex

model could be very difficult to achieve in real situations, due to both the num-

ber of possible combinations to be considered and the corresponding number of465

data instances to be acquired. Moreover, such additional cost not necessarily

produces a more accurate recommendation model. Therefore, Eq. 7 may be con-

sidered a good compromise between the level of details and the computational

cost.

Given this notion of transition preference for entertainment types, the follow-470

ing proposition computes the dynamic user preference for a given entertainment

in a partial sequence.

Definition 10 (Sequential user preference). Given a user u in the context c(gt),

a partial sequence of entertainment suggestions ε = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉 and a new en-

tertainment e, the user preference p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e) is defined in the following way:

p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e) = p̄(u, c(gt), e) ∙ σ(ek.gen, e.gen) (7)

where the function p̄(u, c(gt), e) has been defined in Prop. 7 and returns the pref-

erence of the user u for an entertainment e in the context c(gt), while σ is the

similarity function defined in Def. 8.475

Given the individual contextual preferences, the following section discusses

how we can derive group contextual preferences.

3.2.3. From Individual Contextual Preferences to Group Contextual Preferences

Some different strategies have been described in the literature in order to

determine the preference of a group starting from the preferences of the individ-480

ual members [7]. These techniques essentially differ for two main aspects: (i)

the emphasis placed on the individual satisfaction compared to the satisfaction

of the majority of the group, (2) the use of only the relative position of items in

each individual’s preference list, or of also the strengths of these preferences. In

the same work the authors experimentally conclude that humans mainly use as485
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strategies the “Average Without Misery Strategy” and “Least Misery Strategy”.

In the first case, we make a list of ratings with the average of the individual

ratings, but without considering the items with a score below a certain thresh-

old for some users (i.e., misery). The idea is to find the optimal decision for the

group without making some group members really unhappy with this decision.490

In the second case, we assume that the group is happy as its least happy mem-

ber: however, in this case we have the disadvantage that the minority opinion

could dictate the overall group. In both cases, what we can conclude is that

when a group satisfaction is considered, preference balancing is more important

than a mere global preference maximization, namely a group is happy if every-495

body is equally happy or miserable. However, the experiments also highlight

that despite the importance of balancing, when a sequence of recommendations

is provided, each member expects to be satisfied soon or later in the sequence.

Given such considerations, in this paper, we consider two distinct measures,

i.e. group satisfaction and group preference balancing , as two distinct functions500

that have to be optimized in order to achieve both goals: properly satisfying

each single group members without the detriment of someone.

Definition 11 (Group preference or satisfaction). Let c(gti) = 〈ρ(gti), τ (ti)〉 be

a dynamic context for a group gti at temporal instant ti, ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 a partial

experience built so far, and ej be an entertainment. The overall preference of the

group is defined as a weighted average of the user preferences where the weight

assigned to each member depends on the most likely evolution of the group.

p̄(gti , c(gti), ε, ej) =
∑

uk∈gti

w(uk, gti , gti+1) ∙ p̄(uk, c(gti), ε, ej) (8)

The weight w(uk, gti
, gti+1) assigned to a user uk depends on the possible

evolution of the group in a way that if a member is more likely to leave the group

in the near future, she will be satisfied early in the sequence, as formalized by505

the following proposition.

Proposition 12. Let c(gti
) = 〈ρ(gti

), τ (ti)〉 be a dynamic context for a group

gti
at time instant ti, such that gti

∩ gti+1 6= ∅, and let ε be a partial experience
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and ej be an entertainment. The weight of the users in gti
\gti+1 is greater than

the weight of the users in gti
∩gti+1 , during the computation of p̄(gti

, c(gti
), ε, ej).510

The rationale behind the above proposition is that the users who will leave

the group have no chance to be satisfied in the future, while the users who

remain in the group can be satisfied also by the next suggestions. Notice that

two distinct concepts of time spent by a group together can be recognized: (a)

the amount of time the group members decide to spend together (i.e., available515

time), and (b) the amount of time the group members effectively spent together.

While the first one could be considered a constraint of the optimization problem

and after this period of time the group necessarily evolves into a different one,

the second one reflects the fact that if some members particularly dislike the

activities performed so far, they can decide to prematurely leave the group.520

The final aim of a good system for producing sequences of recommendations for

dynamic groups is to ensure that the second interval will be equal to the first

one. When we talk about possible group evolutions, we want to investigate the

possible transformations of the group at the end of the available time. Indeed,

after this defined period, a subset of the original group gti
could decide to525

perform activities together and this new group gti+1 represents the evolution of

gti
. Let us consider for instance a group with type {adult, kid} and an available

time of an hour to spend together watching TV during the evening. After

that period of time, the group will probably evolve into another one with type

{adult}, since the kids will go to bed before their parents.530

The computation of w(uk, gti
, gti+1) can be performed in the following way.

Proposition 13 (From logs to group evolutions). Let Δ(gti
, ti+1) the set of

possible evolutions of the dynamic group gti
at time instant ti+1, and let T ⊆

Δ(gti
, ti+1) the subset of evolutions in which the type of the user uk is still

present:

T = {ρ(gti
) ∈ Δ(gti

, ti+1) | uk.type ∈ ρ(gti+1)}

Given Δ(gti
, ti+1) and T , the weight of user uk is computed starting from
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the ratio between the cardinalities of these two sets:

w(uk, gti
, gti+1) = 1−

|T |
|Δ(gti

, ti+1)|
(9)

From the formula it is clear that the weight decreases as the number of

possibile evolutions containing the user type increases, namely as the probability

of the user to remain in the group increases. We can also notice that the sum

of all weights is equal to 1.535

Given the notion of preference or satisfaction of a dynamic group for a recom-

mendation sequence, the last main aspect to consider is preference balancing.

We need to define one or more functions that relate the satisfaction of each

group member to the satisfaction of the other ones. For this purpose, we define

the concept of group preference balancing as the combination of two functions:540

the min-max ratio and the Jain’s metrics [19]. We have chosen to consider both

metrics because the first one gives emphasis to the gap between the last and

the highest preference, while the second one ensures that closer preferences are

achieved by all members. Both metrics have been adapted in order to con-

sider (a) dynamic preferences which evolve with contextual features, and (b)545

sequences of recommendations instead of single ones.

Definition 14 (Group preference balancing). Let c(gti) = 〈ρ(gti), τ (ti)〉 be a

dynamic context for a group gti at temporal instant ti, ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 a partial

experience built so far, and ej be an entertainment. The overall balancing of

the group preferences is defined through the following two functions:

rm(gt, c(gt), ε, e) =
min{p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e), ∀u ∈ gt}
max{p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e), ∀u ∈ gt}

(10)

rj(gt, c(gt), ε, e) =
(
∑

u∈gt
p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e))2

|gt| ∙
∑

u∈gt
p̄(u, c(gt), ε, e)2

(11)

Given all the ingredients of our recommendation system, we can define a

recommendation query as follows.

Definition 15 (Recommendation query). A group of users looking for a rec-

ommendation submits a query Q to the system containing the following infor-550

mation:
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• the group composition gt = {u1, . . . , un};

• the initial context c(gt0) = 〈ρ(gt0), τ (t0)〉: it includes the group type and

the temporal characterization of t0;

• the desired duration as an interval (dmin, dmax);555

• the mandatory maximum duration TDmax;

• the mandatory maximum available budget bmax;

Notice that, while the start time t0, the maximum duration TDmax and the

maximum budget bmax are considered as mandatory constraints, the desired

duration is intended as a desiderata: the recommended experiences should have560

an overall duration close to the desired one. We recall that while the group

composition is used only to identify the group members and to retrieve their

individual contextual preferences, the context is defined by the group type and

the temporal characterization.

Among all possible sequences of entertainments that satisfy the given con-565

straints, the exploration of the search space is guided by the value of the objec-

tive functions.

Definition 16 (Objective functions). Given a recommendation query Q, an

experience ε = 〈e1, . . . en〉 and a dynamic context c(gt) = 〈ρ(gt), τ (t)〉, the

considered objective functions to be minimized are:570

• fd(ε, c(gt)) =






wa ∙ (dmin − δ(ε)) if δ(ε) < dmin

wb ∙ (δ(ε)− dmax) if δ(ε) > dmax

dmax − δ(ε) otherwise
fd computes the difference between the actual duration of the experience

ε and the desired duration, i.e. it is essentially a measure of the empty

slots. The two weights wa and wb can be used to consider less appealing a

duration smaller than the minimum desired one, w.r.t. a duration bigger575

than the maximum desired one.
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• fe(ε, c(gt)) =
∑

ej∈ε | ej .dur− (ej .end− ej .start) |

fe computes the sum of the portions of entertainments the group did not

enjoy during the sequence, which has to be minimized.

• fh(ε, c(gt)) = |
⋃

uk∈gt
H(uk, t) ∩

⋃
ej∈ε ej |580

fh counts the number of entertainments already viewed by each member of

the group, considering its past viewing. H(uk, t) is the past history of the

user uk, i.e. it is the set of entertainments enjoyed by uk in the past. The

function fh depends on the time instant t (i.e., the context) in which it is

computed.585

• fs(ε, c(gt), t) = n−
∑n

i=1 p̄(gt, c(gt), ε, ej)

The function fs minimizes the loss of preference, in the formula n is the

number of entertainments in the final global experience ε and 1 is the pos-

sible maximum degree of satisfaction (preference) for any entertainment

in ε, while p̄(gti
, c(gti

), ε, ej) has been defined in Def. 11.590

• fm(ε, c(gt), t) = n−
∑n

i=1 rm(gt, c(gt), ε, ei)

The function fm minimizes the gap between the minimum and maximum

satisfaction of each group member w.r.t. the overall sequence. For each

entertainment ei in the experience ε, the value rm(gt, c(gt), ε, ei) is less

than or equal to one. In particular, it is equal to one when the gap is595

minimum, so in the best case the summation for all entertainments is

equal to n.

• fj(ε, c(gt)) =
n

|gt|
−
∑n

i=1 rj(gt, c(gt), ε, ei)

The function fj minimizes the difference between the preferences of the

group members w.r.t. the overall sequence. For each entertainment ei in600

the experience ε, the value rj(gt, c(gt), ε, ei) is at most equal to 1/|gt| when

the preferences of the group members for the entertainment ei are closer

to each one. Therefore, given a sequence of n entertainments, the best

value is achieved when the value of the summation becomes equal to n.
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Given the functions defined above, the group recommendation problem can605

be formulated as an optimization problem:

Minimize
ε

〈fd, fe, fn, fs, fm, fj〉

subject to δ(ε) < TDmax (12)

γ(ε) < bmax

The six objective functions can be combined in a single function f̄ : E → R6

which, given an experience ε ∈ E , returns a tuple as value. It follows that it

is possible to establish only a partial order between solutions. In particular, a

dominance relation is defined between two solutions, represented as s ≺ s′. We610

say that s dominates s′ (denoted as s ≺ s′), if and only if s is better than s′ in

at least one of the objective functions and equivalent in the other ones.

Notice that the proposed solution is general enough to be easily adapted to

other application domains. In particular, the optimization functions described

above can be enriched or substituted with other functions that better capture615

the essence of the recommendation problem.

4. Proposed Solution: a MOSA Approach

In the previous section we have formalized the problem of producing se-

quences of recommendations for dynamic groups as an optimization problem.

The identification of an exact solution for such kind of problem is known to620

be computationally hard. Indeed, it is a combinatorial optimization problem

whose complexity increases as the number of objective functions increases [20].

Moreover, while single objective optimization problems are intractable time-

wise but have finite space (memory) requirements, multi-objective optimization

problems, on the other hand, are intractable both with regards to time and625

space [21].

Therefore, several different heuristics have been proposed in the literature

in order to efficiently produce a solution in a reasonable amount of time: from

greedy algorithms to simulated annealing techniques. In this paper we choose to
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apply the Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing (MOSA) [22] for two main rea-630

sons: (1) it is able to reach a global optimum if annealed sufficiently slowly [23],

while other solutions, like the greedy algorithm, can stuck in local optima; (2)

in the search space exploration, instead of using a random artificial solution as

starting point, we can rely on the available historical data, i.e., the past experi-

ences of similar groups in the same context. This second aspect of the MOSA635

technique gives an important role to the data collected about similar groups in

similar contexts, which is also known in the recommendation system field as

collaborative filtering.

Before describing the MOSA solution, we show how the pre-processing steps

depicted in Fig. 1 can be efficiently implemented with a MapReduce approach.640

Algorithm 1: Mapper phase for the computation of [D1][D2].

1 class D1D2Mapper

2 method setup()

3 Rmap ←− ∅; R∗
map ←− ∅

4 method map(〈 , 〈u, gt, start, end, e〉〉)

5 c(gt)←− 〈ρ(gt), τ (start)〉

6 v ←− Rmap.get(〈u, c(gt), e.gen〉) + (end− start)

7 Rmap.put(〈u, c(gt), e.gen〉, v)

8 t←− R∗
map.get(〈u, c(gt)〉) + (end− start)

9 R∗
map.put(〈u, c(gt)〉, t)

10 method cleanup()

11 foreach (k, v) ∈ Rmap do

12 k′ ←− 〈k.u, k.c(gt)〉

13 write(k, 〈v,R∗
map.get(k

′)〉)

14 end
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4.1. Pre-Processing Steps

The MOSA algorithm proposed in this paper requires that some historical

data be analysed through a set of pre-processing steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

These inputs regard individual dynamic preferences (i.e., [D1],[D2]), the possible

group evolutions (i.e., [D3]) and the preferred transitions between genres in a645

sequence (i.e., [D4]).

The computation of the individual dynamic preferences from past logs about

users’ activities is described in Prop. 7 and 10. This computation can be effec-

tively implemented with a MapReduce job as illustrated in Alg. 1-2.

Algorithm 2: Reducer phase for the computation of [D1][D2].

1 class D1D2Reducer

2 method reduce(〈k, {(v1, t1), . . . (vn, tn)}〉)

3 v ←− 0; t←− 0

4 for i = 1 . . . n do

5 v ←− v + vi; t←− t + ti

6 end

7 write
(
k,

v

t ∙ n

)

Let us consider a log dataset D1,2 containing records of type 〈u, gt, start, end, e〉650

representing the fact that user u enjoys the entertainment e when she was in

a group gt for a period between start and end. This dataset can be passed

as input of the MapReduce job, which is responsible for computing the myopic

user preferences described in Prop. 7 and will be used at runtime during the con-

struction of a sequence of suggestions, in particular for the computation of the655

dynamic preferences (see Prop. 10). During the map phase in Alg. 1, each map-

per processes a record at time and builds two auxiliary data structures called

Rmap and R∗
map. They are both associative arrays: Rmap stores for each user u,

context c(gt) and entertainment type e.gen, the global duration of the visions

performed by u in the context c(gt) relatively to entertainments with type e.gen;660

while R∗
map stores a similar value but without distinguishing between different
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Algorithm 3: Mapper phase for the computation of [D4].

1 class D4Mapper

2 method setup()

3 Emap ←− ∅; Tmap ←− ∅

4 method map(ε = 〈e1, . . . , en〉)

5 for i = 1 . . . n− 1 do

6 if ei.gen 6= ej .gen then

7 v ←− Emap.get(〈ei.gen, ei+1.gen〉)

8 Emap.put(〈ei.gen, ei+1.gen〉, v + 1)

9 p←− Tmap.get(ei.gen)

10 Tmap.put(ei.gen, p + 1)

11 end

12 end

13 method cleanup()

14 foreach (〈ei, ej〉, v) ∈ Emap do

15 write(〈ei, ej〉, v, Tmap.get(ei))

16 end

entertainment types. These two associative arrays are used by the reducers in

order to compute the value in Eq. 6. Notice that regarding the map phase, the

key associated to each mapper input is negligible, so it has been represented by

the symbol “ ”. Conversely, each reducer input is represented by the list of par-665

tial values associated to each user, context and entertainment types that have

been computed by the various mappers. The goal of the reducer is to combine

such partial results in order to obtain the final value in Eq. 6. More than one

reducer can be instantiated: one for each user, context and entertainment type.

In order to compute the dynamic user preferences formalized in Eq. 7 it is670

necessary to determine the transition probability between two entertainments

types ei.gen and ej .gen. This corresponds to the pre-processing step [D4] de-

scribed in Prop. 9 which can be implemented with the MapReduce job in Alg. 3-
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Algorithm 4: Reducer phase for the computation of [D4].

1 class D4Reducer

2 method reduce(〈k, {(v1, t1), . . . , (vn, tn)}〉)

3 v ←− 0; t←− 0

4 for i = 1 . . . n do

5 v ←− v + vi; t←− t + ti

6 end

7 write
(
k,

v

t

)

4. Let us consider a dataset D4 containing past sequences of entertainments

〈e1, . . . , en〉: it can be built starting from the dataset D1,2 by concatenating675

consecutive entertainments enjoyed by the same group of users. Two entertain-

ments ei and ej are considered consecutive if | ej .end − ei.start |< th, where

th is a threshold appropriately determined on the basis of the considered ap-

plication domain. The mapper in Alg. 3 simply maintains a counter for each

pair of genres ei.gen and ej .gen which appear next to each other in a sequence680

(i.e. through the associative array Emap), as well as a counter of the number

of transactions collected in the logs which starts from a given ei.gen (i.e., in

the associative array Tmap). The partial counters produced by the mappers are

finally combined by the reducers: notice that more than one reducer can be

instantiated in parallel. The reducers in Alg. 4 compute, for each pair of genres,685

(ei.gen, ej .gen), the total amount of transitions involving them (i.e., variable v)

and then divide such value for the total number of transitions starting from the

source genre ei.gen (i.e., variable t).

The final pre-processing step to be performed is the one that determines,

for each possible pair of group types, the probability of an evolution from the690

source group type to the target group type ([D3]). The most important part

regards the correct identification of an evolution given a log dataset as the D1,2

previously described. The details are reported in Alg. 5-6. During the map

phase, the records are grouped w.r.t. to the user u, so that the reducer receives
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for each user u the corresponding list of records. In each reducer in Alg. 6,695

these records are initially sorted by the start timestamp (i.e., the timestamp at

which the given entertainment has been started). Two records are considered

consecutive if and only if the difference between the start of the second and the

end of the first is less than a given threshold th. In case of two consecutive

records, if the corresponding group types are different, then an interesting tran-700

sition is registered in an associative array G. The key of this map is the pair

of types 〈ρ(vi.gt), ρ(vj .gt)〉, while the value is a counter of the frequency of a

transition from a group type ρ(vi.gt) to another type ρ(vj .gt). A similar array

T is maintained: it counts the number of encountered transitions starting from

a given group type and is used to produce a normalized value (see the value of705

the denominator in Eq. 9).

The results of these pre-processing steps are used during the online annealing

procedure in order to build the best sequences of recommendations for groups of

users, given a recommendation query Q and the available set of entertainments

O. As discussed in the previous sections, in order to provide an efficient online710

MOSA solution, a MapReduce implementation is presented in the following

section.

Algorithm 5: Mapper phase for the computation of [D3].

1 class D3Mapper

2 method setup()

3 M ←− ∅

4 method map(〈 , 〈u, gt, start, end, e〉〉)

5 l←−M.get(u) ∪ {〈u, gt, start, end, e〉}

6 M.put(u, l)

7 method cleanup()

8 foreach 〈k, v〉 ∈M do

9 write(k, v)

10 end
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Algorithm 6: Reducer phase for the computation of [D3].

1 class D3Reducer

2 method setup()

3 G←− ∅; T ←− ∅

4 method reduce(〈k, l = {(v1, . . . , vn}〉)

5 l.sortBy(start)

6 for i = 1 . . . n− 1 do

7 if (vi+1.start− vi.end) < th ∧ ρ(vi.gt) 6= ρ(vi+1.gt) then

8 c←− G.get(〈ρ(vi.gt), ρ(vi+1.gt)〉)

9 G.put(〈ρ(vi.gt), ρ(vi+1.gt)〉, c + 1)

10 t←− T.get(ρ(vi.gt))

11 T.put(ρ(vi.gt), v + 1)

12 end

13 end

14 method cleanup()

15 foreach 〈〈ρ(vi.gt), ρ(vj .gt)〉, v〉 ∈ G do

16 write

(

〈ρ(vi.gt), ρ(vj .gt)〉,
v

T.get(ρ(vi.gt))

)

17 end

MapReduce Multi-Objective Simulated Annealing

The main characteristic of the MOSA technique is that the exploration of the

search space does not start from a random point, but from an existing solution s715

which is sightly modified in some way (i.e., perturbed) during the exploration by

applying atomic transformations. Besides to the good theoretical properties of

this choice, it also seems to be the most appropriate solution for the considered

problem because it is more reasonable to obtain good suggestions by starting

from past historical sequences of activities, since they capture the real behaviour720

of a similar group in a similar context, instead of randomly choosing a set of

activities from scratch (in accordance with the idea of collaborative filtering).
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From a theoretical point of view, at each step of the MOSA technique,

given a current solution s1, an elementary change (i.e. perturbation) is applied

to s1 obtaining a new solution s2. The new solution s2 is chosen in place725

of the previous one, called s1, with a probability that depends on both the

value of the objective functions and a global temperature parameter, which

is progressively decreased during the execution, resembling what happens in

physical annealing procedures. This temperature parameter is what allows the

technique to reach a global optimum, instead of stacking in a local one. Indeed,730

at high temperatures the probability to choose a solution which is worsen than

the current one is higher, thus to provide a wider exploration of the search

space, while the temperature decreases, this probability is reduced and only

better solutions are considered in place of the current one in the final steps.

Concerning the possible perturbations applied to a current solution (i.e, a735

sequence of activities), in the considered scenario we apply the following ele-

mentary changes: (i) the removal or addition of a single entertainment, (ii) the

replacement of an entertainment with a new one, or (iii) a change in the order

of the entertainments.

Since the MOSA technique considers multiple objective functions to be op-740

timized, it does not provide a unique optimal solution, but a set of equally good

solutions, called Pareto-set, which is built around the concept of dominance.

Definition 17 (Dominance). An experience εi dominates another experience

εk, denoted as εi ≺ εk, if it is better in at least one objective function and

equivalent in all the remaining ones:

εi ≺ εk ⇐⇒

∀f ∈ 〈fd, fe, fn, fs, fm, fj〉 f(εi, c(gt)) ≤ f(εk, c(gt)) ∧

∃f ∈ 〈fd, fe, fn, fs, fm, fj〉 f(εi, c(gt)) < f(εk, c(gt))

Given the notion of dominance, we can introduce the concept of Pareto-set.

Definition 18 (Pareto-set). Given a set S of experiences, the Pareto-set PS ⊆

S is the set of mutually non-dominating experiences. Two experiences εi and745
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Algorithm 7: Job for the initialization of the initial Pareto-set PS init.

1 job PsInit(Q)

2 jobConf←− {Q}

3 {PS1, . . . ,PSn} ←− PsInitMapper

4 PS init ←− PsInitReducer

εj are mutually non-dominating if and only if neither of them dominates the

other.

A solution s not dominated by any other solution in S is called Pareto-

optimum. Given a Pareto-set PS, we can compute the corresponding Pareto-

front F ⊆ R6, namely the set of points in the objective space corresponding to750

the solutions in the PS.

Definition 19 (Pareto-front). Given a Pareto-set PS, the corresponding Pareto-

front F ⊆ R6 is the image of PS in the objective space, namely the set of points:

F = {f̄(ε) | ε ∈ PS}

where f̄ : E → R6 has been introduced at the end of Sect. 3.2 as the combination

of the six objective functions; given an experience ε ∈ E , it returns as value a

tuple representing a point in the objective space.

Given all these definitions, we can say that the overall goal of the MOSA al-755

gorithm is to move the current Pareto-front, computed from the current Pareto-

set, towards the optimal Pareto-front (i.e., the Pareto-front of the actual Pareto-

optimum solutions) while encouraging the diversification of the candidate solu-

tions.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, given two experiences εcurr760

and εnew, the probability to make a transition from the current solution εcurr

towards the new one εnew, depends upon a global temperature parameter C and

a measure of goodness of the two solutions, called energy.
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Definition 20 (Energy). The energy of a solution ε, denoted as E(ε,F), mea-

sures the portion (number of solutions) of the current Pareto-front that domi-765

nates ε, i.e., E(ε,F) = |{v ∈ F | v ≺ f̄(ε)}|.

Notice that the energy of an experience ε belonging to the Pareto-front is 0.

Algorithm 8: Job for the initialization of the initial Pareto-set PS init.

1 class PsInitMapper

2 method setup()

3 PSmap ←− ∅; Q←− retrieve from job configuration

4 method map( , ε)

5 if ε satisfies Q then

6 updateParetoSet(PSmap, ε)

7 end

8 method cleanup()

9 write( ,PSmap)

10 class PsInitReducer

11 method reduce( , {PS1,PS2, . . . })

12 PS init ←− ∅

13 for PSi ∈ {PS1,PS2, . . . } do

14 for ε ∈ PSi do

15 updateParetoSet(PS init, ε)

16 end

17 end

18 write(PS init)

The application of the MOSA technique to the problem of producing se-

quences of recommendations for groups produces a set of equally good sugges-

tions, which can be proposed to the group as possible alternatives. This can lead770

to two interesting extensions that we plan as future work: (i) the use of explana-

tion techniques for justifying the suggestions to the users and promoting a con-

scious choice, these explanations can be automatically (or semi-automatically)
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produced on the basis of the values of the objective functions; (ii) a feedback

about the actual choices performed by a group among the possible alternatives,775

can be used to better calibrate future suggestions.

Alg. 7-11 illustrate a MapReduce implementation of the MOSA technique,

this implementation parallelises the computation and reduces the overall time

required to produce the suggestions. This is an important aspect to be achieved,

since this task has to be performed on-line as soon as new queries are submitted780

to the system.

A first MapReduce job is used to extract the initial Pareto-set PS init start-

ing from the past historical sequences and the current query Q (see Alg. 7). For

each historical sequence ε in the log data that satisfies the query Q, the PS init

set is updated through the function updateParetoSet(), which checks if the785

current solution ε can be included in the set and eventually removes all the

solutions in PS init that are dominated by it. The construction of PS init can be

performed in parallel through the map and reduce procedures in Alg. 8: each

mapper produces a partial Pareto-set PSi starting from the processed experi-

ences, then the reducer can combine them by removing the dominated solutions790

and returning PS init. The presence of a single reducer is not a limitation, since

the amount of work it has to do is very limited.

Algorithm 9: MapReduce job implementing MOSA.

1 job Mosa(Q)

2 PS ←− PsInit(Q)

3 t←− tinit

4 while t > tmin do

5 jobConf←− {PS, Q, t}

6 {PS1, . . .PSn} ←− MosaMapper

7 PS ←− MosaReducer

8 updateTemperature(t)

9 end
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Algorithm 10: MapReduce job implementing MOSA.

1 class MosaMapper

2 method setup()

3 PS, Q, t←− retrieve from job configuration

4 Si ←− ∅

5 method map( , ε)

6 Si ←− Si ∪ {ε}

7 method cleanup()

8 foreach ε ∈ Si do

9 PSi ←− Annealing(PS, ε,Q, t)

10 write( ,PSi)

11 end

12 class MosaReducer

13 method reduce( , 〈PS1,PS2, . . . 〉)

14 PS ←− ∅

15 for PSi ∈ 〈PS1,PS2, . . . 〉 do

16 for ε ∈ PSi do

17 updateParetoSet(PS, ε)

18 end

19 end

20 return ( ,PS)
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Algorithm 11: Annealing procedure.

1 function Annealing(PS, ε,Q)

2 F ←− computeParetoFront(PS)

3 for i = 1 . . . maxPert do

4 ε′ ←− perturb(ε, t)

5 F ′ ←− F ∪ f̄(ε′)

6 ΔE ←− computeEnergyDiff(ε′, ε,F ′, Q)

7 P ←− min(1, exp(−ΔE/t))

8 if rand(0, 1) < P then

9 removeDominated(PS, ε′,F , f̄(ε′), Q)

10 PS ←− PS ∪ {ε′}; F ←− F ∪ {f̄(ε′)}

11 ε←− ε′

12 end

13 end

14 return PS

Proposition 21 (PsInit correctness). The Pareto set PS init produced by the

job in Alg. 7 is the same as the one produced by a sequential algorithm.

Proof. A sequential computation of the Pareto set produces a collection of so-795

lutions PS init such that ∀s1, s2 ∈ PS init(s1 6≺ s2) nor (s1 6≺ s2). Clearly, each

mapper in Alg. 8 is able to produce a set PSi with such characteristic, but when

we consider the partial results individually produced by the mappers there can

exist a pair of solutions sh ∈ PSi and sk ∈ PSj such that sh ≺ sk ∨ sk ≺ sh.

Anyway, all these situations are solved by the single reducer which removes any800

solution in a partial Pareto set that is dominated by another solution in another

partial Pareto set.

The initial Pareto-set PS init produced by this preliminary job represents

the input for the following job, which actually implements the MOSA tech-

nique. Notice that for very frequent queries the corresponding PS init can be805
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pre-computed, stored and updated off-line, in order to improve the overall per-

formances of the recommendation system.

The MapReduce job in Alg. 9 represents the core of the recommendation

system. Given a recommendation query Q including the initial context c(gt0),

the desired duration (dmin, dmax), the mandatory maximum duration TDmax810

and the mandatory maximum budget bmax, the job computes a set of sugges-

tions for the group. More specifically, after the initial Pareto-set PS has been

computed (line 2), for each temperature value t, the job executes the map-

pers and the reducers tasks in Alg. 10. Each mapper performs the annealing

operation in Alg. 11 on a subset of the global initial solution set S. Function815

Annealing essentially applies a perturbation to the current solution ε obtaining

a new solution ε′, then it evaluates the probability of taking ε′ in place of the

current one. This probability (see line 7) depends on the difference between the

energy of the two solutions (see line 6) and the temperature parameter t. Then

if the new solution is chosen in place of the current one, the Pareto-set PS820

and the Pareto-front F are accordingly updated. This operation is performed a

predefined number of times (i.e., variable maxPert) for each temperature value.

The algorithm requires to compute the dominance relation between solutions

in two situations: during the computation of the energy difference (see line 6)

and during the update the Pareto-set (see line 9). Relating to the dominance,825

one of the most interesting part is the computation of the function fs(ε, c(gt), t)

which requires to estimate the preference of the group for the experience ε in

the context c(gt). The computation of such objective function is illustrated in

Alg. 12-13. As you can notice, function DynUserPreferences takes care of all

the information computed during the pre-processing steps, which have been de-830

noted as D1,2, D3 and D4, and produces an array with the individual preferences

of all group members (see Eq. 7). First of all, by using the output produced

by Alg. 1-2, the preference of each group member w.r.t. any entertainment e

is evaluated (line 5); then, if such entertainment is not the first one in the ex-

perience, this myopic user preference is corrected by considering the transition835

preference from the previous entertainment in the sequence ε (line 7), by using
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Algorithm 12: Dynamic user preference.

1 function DynUserPreferences(Q, ε)

2 P ←− ∅

3 for u ∈ Q.gt do

4 for ei ∈ ε do

5 pu ←− D12.get(u,Q.c(gt), ei.gen)

6 if i > 1 then

7 pu ←− pu ∙ D4.get(ei−1.gen, ei.gen)

8 end

9 end

10 P ←− P ∪ {w ∙ pu}

11 end

12 return P

the output of Alg. 3-4. The array of individual preferences produced by Alg. 12

is used by function DynGroupPreference in Alg. 13, which combines such in-

dividual preferences by taking into consideration also the possible group type

evolutions computed by Alg. 5-6. First of all, the set of all possible evolutions840

of a group type ρ(gt) is retrieved and stored in the set Δ; then, for each group

member ui, we extract a set T ⊆ Δ containing only the evolutions of ρ(gt)

in which the type of ui is present (lines 6-12). From the cardinalities of these

two sets, the weight w of each user is computed (line 13) and the overall group

preference is updated (line 14).845

Another interesting part of the dominance is the computation of the group

preference balancing, given the dynamic user preferences computed by Alg. 12,

as illustrated in Alg. 14. More specifically, given the individual user preferences,

they are used to calculate both balancing metrics introduced in Eq. 10-11.

Returning to Alg. 10, after each iteration with a given temperature t, the850

parallel mappers synchronize themselves through the reducer. The reducer is

responsible for combining the distinct Pareto-set computed so far by the various
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Algorithm 13: Dynamic group preference.

1 function DynGroupPreference(Q, ε)

2 {p1, . . . , pn} ←− DynUserPreferences(Q, ε)

3 tend ←− t + Q.TDmax

4 Δ←− D3.get(ρ(gt), τ (tend))

5 p←− 0

6 for ui ∈ Q.gt = {u1, . . . , un} do

7 T ←− ∅;

8 for X ∈ Δ do

9 if ui.type ∈ X then

10 T ←− T ∪ {X}

11 end

12 end

13 w ←− 1−
|T |
|Δ|

14 p←− p + {w ∙ pi}

15 end

16 return p

mappers and for producing an updated global Pareto-set for the next iteration.

Proposition 22 (Mosa correctness). The MapReduce job Mosa in Alg. 9 provides

a good approximation of the optimal solution.855

Proof. With reference to the classification provided in [24], the MapReduce job

in Alg. 9 can be classified as a co-operating search of the global optimum. Indeed,

given a temperature value t, each mapper performs its annealing by starting

from a different solution; then, after a predefined number of perturbations,

the partial results produced by the mappers are combined by the reducer. As860

demonstrated in [24], a co-operative search is the best form of parallel MOSA,

since it has the highest probability to find the best solution w.r.t. independent

and semi-independent searches.
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Algorithm 14: Preference balancing.

1 function PreferenceBalancing(Q, ε)

2 {p1, . . . , pn} ←− DynUserPreferences(Q, ε)

3 rx ←− 0; rn ←−∞

4 jn ←− 0; jd ←− 0

5 for i = 1 . . . n do

6 rx ←− min(rx, pi); rn ←− max(rn, pi)

7 jn ←− j + pi; jd ←− jd + (pi)2

8 end

9 rm =
rx

rn
; rj =

(jn)2

n ∙ jd

10 return {rm, rj}

We have made available an implementation of the proposed MapReduce tech-

nique for Apache Hadoop in our project repository1 together with the datasets865

used for the experiments. The following section describes the application of the

proposed technique to three real world case scenarios.

5. Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed technique by using three real word

datasets: the first one contains data related to past TV watching activities870

performed by group of users together in different contexts (Auditel dataset),

while the last two regard POI visits performed by users and tracked by social

media (Foursquare [25, 26] and Gowalla datasets [27, 28]).

5.1. Auditel dataset: characteristics and analysis

Dataset characteristics – The Auditel dataset contains approximately 5 mil-875

lion entries regarding the TV viewings performed by almost 8,000 users. We

1https://github.com/smigliorini/emosa
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select about 1.5 million of them which are those longer than three minutes that

involve at least two people together. Each record specifies the identifier of both

the user and the group, the program that they watched together, as well as

the start and the end time. The dataset contains also an electronic program880

guide (EPG) including the description of about 21,200 distinct programs, as

well as their genre. As for the context identification, the group types are identi-

fied based on the age of the members (i.e., ages are grouped into nine different

classes), while the temporal information is classified considering eight different

time slots and the day of the week. The dataset contains approximately 200885

different group types and 60 different temporal characterizations.

Dataset analysis – From a preliminary analysis we can derive the following

observations:

1. In the majority of the cases, users watch more than one program in se-

quence during a day and the average number of programs watched sequen-890

tially in a day is about 3.

2. In 80% of the cases, if there is a sequence of program viewings for a user

in a day, the number of short viewings in the sequence is greater than the

number of long (full) viewings, and in the 46% of such cases the number

of short viewings is more than double than the number of full viewings.895

3. In 32% of the cases, if there is a sequence of viewings for the same user in a

specific day, there are at least two long viewings with some short viewings

in the middle.

4. In 80% of the cases, if the user performs more than one viewings in se-

quence, the longer views are related to the same genre.900

From observations 2 and 3, we can conclude that short viewings between

two long viewings are essentially the result of a channel surfing activity made

in the attempt to find something interesting to watch next. This brings to light

the need of providing sequences of recommendations in the TV domain in order

to reduce the waste of time during two consecutive activities and improve the905

value of the overall experience. Conversely, observation 4 confirms that when
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more than one show is viewed in sequence, the user tends to maintain a certain

level of genre uniformity in the viewed programs.

Recommendation example – Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a sequence of

viewings performed by a family group together. The initial context is character-

Figure 2: Comparison of two sequences: one contained in the original dataset and one pro-

duced by the proposed recommendation technique.

910

ized by a group of two adults and two children, in a day time period starting at

15:30 and ending at 21:30. Sequence (A) is the one registered in the log file: in

particular, the blue segments represent the duration of each viewing performed

by the group, while the bigger line with icons describes the scheduling and real

durations of each TV show. More specifically, the group starts watching TV915

together at 15:20 and initially performs some channel surfing before choosing

the first program to watch together (see the various small initial blu segments).

Only at 15:40 the group finds a sport match they like: the actual beginning

of the match is at 15:20, so the group misses the initial part, but the vision

continues till the program end at 16:30. Subsequently, the group performs an920

additional channel surfing before watching a portion of a film and finally finding

another sport match to enjoy. As regards this film, what we can observe is that

not only the vision starts after its beginning, due to the previous chosen pro-
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gram, but it is also not watched till its end, suggesting that some members do

not like it or it is not suitable for them. After prematurely stopping the viewing925

of the film, the group searches for another show, finally choosing another sport

match they start to view at 18:50. Also the view of this match starts after its

beginning (at 18.10) but continues until its end. After the end of such match,

the group performs some other short viewings until they finally choose a sport

commentary program. At 21:30, the group stops to watch program together,930

perhaps some members go to bed, while some other members continue to watch

the show till its end (see the blue line).

What we can observe is that the group really likes to view sport shows

together and in particular they like to spent the entire day to watch sport pro-

grams (i.e. maintaining a constant mood). Given such information, a possible935

suggestion is represented by sequence (B) where the two sport matches are the

fixed part for two reasons: (i) they are the two shows entirely watched by the

group (or at least watched until their end), (ii) their vision cannot be deferred.

Between the two sport matches, we place a sport commentary program which

seams to be appreciated by the group and maintains a consistent genre between940

the other two programs. Conversely, the film is placed at the end of the se-

quence, in this way the users who are still watching the TV after the group

has changed, and that seem to be the ones that really appreciated the film, can

continue to watch it till the end.

5.2. Foursquare dataseet945

Dataset characteristics – Foursquare is a Location-Based Social Network

(LBSN) through which users can share their position with friends and talk

about visited places, providing comments and recommendations. Foursquare

has about 50 million monthly active users. In this paper, we consider the dataset

provided in [25, 26] which includes the check-ins (i.e., POI visits) performed by950

users in 22 months (from April 2012 to January 2014), together with a snap-

shot of their social connections in that period. This original dataset contains

about 22 million check-ins performed by about 110 thousand users on about 4
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million venues that have been classified into 20 categories (i.e., entertainment

types). Given this dataset, the users’ social connections and demographic fea-955

tures (i.e., ages), we built all the information needed for applying the proposed

methodology. In particular, we reconstruct approximately 4,000 groups, identi-

fied starting from the social connections between users being in the same venue

at the same time and belonging to 40 different types, 6,600 sequences of visits

regarding 81,000 different POIs, classified into 20 different categories.960

Dataset analysis – From a preliminary analysis of the Foursquare dataset, we

observed that:

• The average number of POIs contained in each sequence is 2.5.

• The average number of users in each group is 3.8.

• A third of the considered sequences contains at least one short visit (i.e.,965

with a duration less than 10 minutes) and at least one long visit (i.e., with

a duration longer than 1 hour).

• In average each sequence with more than 4 venues, contains at least two

POIs belonging to the same category.

5.3. Gowalla dataset970

Dataset characteristics – Gowalla is another popular LBSN with about

340,000 users. In this paper we consider the dataset provided in [27, 28] which

contains 36 million check-ins made by 320 thousand users over about 2.8 million

locations belonging to 7 main different categories. From this dataset and the

information about users’ social connections and demographic features, we recon-975

struct approximately 296,000 groups, belonging to 25 different types, 111,000

sequences of visits regarding 370,000 POIs classified into 7 main categories. As

for the previous dataset, groups are identified starting from the social connec-

tions between users being in the same venue at the same time.

Dataset analysis – From a preliminary analysis of the Gowalla dataset, we980

observed that:
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• The average number of POIs contained in each sequence is about 3.5, while

the maximum is 14.

• The average number of users in each group is 3.5, while the maximum is

13.985

• The 40% of the considered sequences contains at least one short visit (i.e.,

with a duration less than 10 minutes) and at least one long visit (i.e., with

a duration longer than 1 hour).

5.4. Technique evaluation

In order to test the goodness of the proposed approach, we split each dataset990

into a training set, including 80% of the input sequences, and a test set, contain-

ing the remaining ones. The test set is used to assess the provided recommen-

dations and particularly for evaluating the improvement made on the objective

functions w.r.t. the initial solutions. The training set is used to both extract all

the dynamic information described in Sect. 3, such as the contextual preferences995

([D1][D2]), the possible group type evolutions ([D3]), the preference associated

to each possible genre transition ([D4]), and to build the initial Pareto-set. Given

all these preliminary information, we have applied the proposed technique and

compared the obtained results with respect to a base line represented by the

work in [8] where: (a) the dynamic aspects [D3] and [D4] are not considered,1000

(b) the only optimization functions are represented by the group satisfaction

and the two balancing metrics. Moreover, since [8] does not consider sequence

of suggestions, but only single one, we compute the satisfaction and balancing

of an experience as the summation of the satisfaction and balancing associated

to each single experience composing it.1005

Each sequence in the test set is firstly used to extract a recommendation

query by considering its initial context (group type and time slot), the maximum

duration and the available budget; then, it is used to compute the improvement

of the proposed solutions w.r.t. all objective functions.
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Table 2: Experiment results: the row “baseline” contains the results obtained by considering

an adaptation of [8] to sequences of suggestions, while the row ‘dynamic” contains the results

produced by the technique proposed in this paper.

Dataset Method ∩genre ↑ fd ↑ fe ↑ fh ↑ fs ↑ fm ↑ fj

Auditel baseline 87% 18% 60% 3% 77% 73% 67%

dynamic 87% 31% 81% 10% 85% 88% 87%

Foursquare baseline 94% 27% 58% 5% 88% 75% 71%

dynamic 95% 36% 90% 23% 93% 80% 75%

Gowalla baseline 89% 24% 63% 6% 72% 78% 82%

dynamic 91% 29% 91% 31% 75% 81% 85%

Tables 2-3 report for each objective function the improvements provided by1010

both the recommendations produced through the baseline solution and the ones

obtained with the proposed technique (i.e., “dynamic”). In Table 2, we evalu-

ate different measures: (a) ∩genre, the percentage of matches between the genre

contained in each provided recommendation and the genre included in the corre-

sponding original sequence, (b) the percentage of cases in which the value of an1015

objective function computed on the provided solution is better than the value of

the same objective function computed on the corresponding original sequence.

Metric (a) confirms that even if the produced suggestions try to maintain a sim-

ilarity with the starting solution, a certain level of serendipity is also introduced

by the technique.1020

Concerning the value of the objective functions, we can notice that in both

cases the provided suggestions are able to improve them w.r.t. the corresponding

original sequence. However, since the first three functions are not included in the

baseline optimization, they are sightly less affected by the optimization process.

The smaller improvement regards the objective function fh, which deals with the1025

entertainments already enjoyed by users: even if it is an important optimization

criterion, its improvement w.r.t. the original sequences is relatively low because

the users are inclined alone to prevent enjoying the same entertainment twice,

so this avoidance of redundancy is also present in the original sequences. This
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holds particularly for the TV domain, since in the tourism one, it may happen1030

that the same POI is visited multiple times by the same user.

Another objective function that is only slightly influenced by dynamic as-

pects is fd which represents the difference between the duration of the suggested

sequence and the duration of the original sequence. In this case, since each query

is built by extracting its parameters from an original sequence, including the1035

desired duration, this improvement is likely to be essentially due to the absence

of idle time in the middle of a sequence for deciding the next activity to perform.

Regarding to the duration of each single entertainment w.r.t. its effective or

suggested duration, namely function fe, the proposed solution tries to reserve

enough time to completely enjoy it (e.g. TV show duration or suggested POI1040

visiting time). Moreover, when a dynamic approach is considered, this value

becomes even better. This can be due to the fact that in the considered use case,

channels are thematic and uniformity of genres in a sequence can be obtained

by choosing subsequent programs in the same channel that clearly have no

intersections in their on air intervals. In some measure, the same also holds1045

in the tourist domain, since in some cities, attractions belonging to the same

category (e.g., cultural, sport facilities) are placed near each other (e.g., city

center or thematic districts).

Finally, considering the last three columns fs, fm and fj , we can register an

increment of the group preference and preference balancing in both cases, with1050

a better effect in the dynamic case.

Table 3: Comparison between the relative standard deviation (RSD) computed on the se-

quences contained in the original test set, and the sequences contained in the recommended

sequences obtained by the baseline method and the dynamic approach proposed in this paper.

% δfs % δfm % δfj

baseline dynamic baseline dynamic baseline dynamic

Auditel 50% 86% 79% 84% 53% 91%

Foursquare 45% 91% 73% 87% 47% 94%

Gowalla 52% 82% 81% 94% 41% 87%
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Table 3 illustrates other three important measures: “% δfs” is the average

percentage of improvement of the objective function fs w.r.t. the original se-

quence, “% δfm” is the average percentage of improvement of the objective

function fm and “% δfr” is the average percentage of improvement of the ob-1055

jective function fr. From these measures we can observe that, not only the

proposed technique is able to increase the value of the objective functions in

a greater number of cases, but also that the amount of such improvement is

greater than the one produced by the baseline technique.

The obtained results suggest the effectiveness of the proposed approach and1060

will encourage to further investigate the role of dynamic information in the

construction of the recommended sequences.

5.5. Scalability Evaluation

We have evaluated the scalability of the proposed technique by comparing

the execution time of the annealing procedure in Alg. 10 in three situations: (a)1065

while changing the number of nodes at different values of the initial temperature

(see Fig. 3), (b) at different numbers of perturbations for each temperature

value (see Fig. 4) and (c) while changing the number of historical input records

(see Fig. 5). As you can notice, the use of a MapReduce job for executing the

annealing procedure greatly increases the efficiency of the overall work.1070

When the number of cluster nodes is equal to 1, the performances can be

considered the ones of a sequential version of the MOSA algorithm. By con-

sidering Fig. 3-5, you can notice that the introduction of a MapReduce version

of the MOSA technique greatly improves the performances of the proposed ap-

proach. This not only reduces the amount of time required for producing the1075

suggestions, but it also reduces the effect of increasing the complexity of the

technique. More specifically, the initial temperature and the amount of pertur-

bations performed on each candidate solution are both elements which influence

the complexity of each iteration. In case of a sequential execution, by increasing

any of them we obtain an important impact in the performances. Conversely, as1080

you can notice in Fig. 3 and 4, such increment has a lower impact as the number
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Figure 3: Performances of the MapReduce Job by increasing the number of cluster nodes

(from 1 to 10). Each curve is related to a different initial temperature value (from 5 to 25).

of cluster nodes increases.

Finally, we can observe the effect of the parallel execution as the number

of input historical sequences changes. Also in this case, the presence of nodes

able to work in parallel allows to mitigate the effect of increasing the amount of1085

input information, confirming the good scalability of the proposed approach.

6. Related Work

Recommendation systems represent a well-established research area, and the

related literature is therefore vast – see [29, 2] for two comprehensive surveys,

and the references therein. Here, we highlight some representative works which1090

focus on specific scenarios, so that to highlight the differences with the problem

we study.

Most of the proposed solutions consider a single user, for a single recommen-

dation – see [30] and the references therein. Given the user preferences or the

previous interactions, the system automatically suggests the next best choice by1095

minimizing a cost function (or maximing the “utility” for the user). All these
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Figure 4: Performances of the MapReduce Job by increasing the number of cluster nodes (from

1 to 10). Each curve is related to a different number of perturbations which is performed on

each candidate solution (from 10 to 200).

studies are not easily applicable to the case of sequences, which we consider in

our work.

Recommendations can be done also for a group of users that do an activity

together, e.g., watching a film [31][13], and in this scenario the system needs1100

to suggest items considering users’ collective preferences [2, 3]. In case of a

persistent group – a group with consistent structure and historical interactions

– the techniques adopted for the single user can be easily extended to this case

[32][33]. In case of ephemeral groups, the main problem to solve is to find a

suitable measure of the group utility to maximize [7], along with other issues1105

related to the problem of balancing the preferences of different users in a group

[8]. Also in these cases, the works do not consider sequences.

If different activities are related together, e.g., visiting points of interest in

a city [34], listening to songs [35], it is interesting to provide a recommendation

for the whole sequence of such activities. The vast majority of the works on this1110

topic (e.g., [12], [36], [37], [38], [39] and [40]) focus on a single user, also when

they take into consideration the influence of context, in particular relatively to
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Figure 5: Performances of the MapReduce Job by increasing the number of cluster nodes

(from 1 to 10). Each curve is related to a different number of input historical records (from

30,000 to 300,000).

the geographical dimension, neglecting the influence of the group composition

on the satisfaction maximization.

In our work, we consider the recommendation of a sequence of activities to1115

a group of users. There are only few papers that study such a scenario [10]

[41] [42], and [39]. In [10], the authors provide a system that suggests the path

to follow within a museum by a group of visitors. The authors of [41] propose

a method for suggesting a sequence of songs to a group of listeners trying to

balance the users satisfaction levels. Herzog [42] considers the recommendation1120

of sequences of points of interest for a group of users. All the above works share

a common limitation: they consider a single utility function for each user. In

our work, instead, we consider the case where the choice is driven by multiple

criteria, and formalize the problem as a multi objective optimization problem.

In addition, we consider how the context influences the recommendation and1125

we propose a MapReduce implementation to obtain a parallel recommendation

computation. Our approach is able to improve the quality of recommendations

since it provides a more complex model of the users’ preferences.
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Finally, another important aspect considered in this paper is the concept

of preference balancing in group recommendations. Indeed, our main aim is1130

to build a recommendation system for groups able to consider the satisfaction

of the individuals composing the group. In particular, we take into considera-

tion the measures of balancing used in [8], which the authors defines as group

fairness measures, and we integrate them into our dynamic recommendation

system. These measures have been properly extended to produce sequence of1135

recommendations, instead of single suggestions.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a system based on a multi-objective optimization algo-

rithm that recommends sequences of activities to dynamic group of users con-

sidering their contextual information. The contributions are: (i) the definition1140

of the preferences of an ephemeral group starting from individual preferences

and taking into consideration contextual, dynamic and balancing aspects, (ii)

the derivation of dynamic and contextual information starting from the histor-

ical data usually collected in log files, (iii) the formalization of the problem as

a multi-objective optimization problem and (iv) the definition of an efficient1145

MapReduce implementation of the MOSA algorithm in order to provide online

suggestions to users, (v) the evaluation of the prosed technique w.r.t. a real

datasets.

The proposed recommendation system is able to provide to a group of users a

sequence of entertainments that improves the defined objective functions w.r.t.1150

the group choices registered in the logs. In particular, when compared with the

baseline method, the proposed approach the dynamic approach provides further

improvements in the quality of obtained recommendations in terms of both the

number of cases in which the objective functions are improved and the amount

of such improvement. Moreover, the performed experiments confirm the good1155

scalability of the MapReduce implementation w.r.t. a sequential execution.

Future work includes: (i) the use of explanation techniques for justifying the
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suggestions to the users and promoting a conscious choice, and (ii) the use of

real feedbacks about the actual choices performed by a group among the possible

alternatives, to better calibrate future suggestions.1160
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